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NAME DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS PRICES

AERNode  Communication platform for 

AER systems. Its two PAER ports 

allow to connect an IN and an 

OUT AER system. Different AER 

protocols supported. PAER to 

Serial-AER through LVDS SATA 

with 4 bidirectional ports. 

Powered with 5V. It has Flash 

memory for FPGA programming 

support, 

† Spartan 6 1500 LXT 

† 4x SATA bidirectional ports for 

LVDS communications at 2.5Gbps 

† 2x PAER 28bit ports (expansion 

ports) 

† 2x GPIO 8bit ports (expansion 

ports) 

† 50MHz single ended digital clock & 

100MHz LVDS digital clock for LVDS 

transceivers. 

† Reset button and

690€

4PAER expansion for AERNode  Daughter board of the AERNode 

that allows to connect up to 4 

parallel AER devices through the 

Rome connector of 16bits plus 

REQ & ACK. 

† 2x female PAER 28bit connectors 

† 2x femail GPIO 8bit connectors 

† 4x PAER 16-bit connector. 

115€

PGA100USB expansion for 

AERNode

Daughter board of the AERNode 

for connecting a PGA100 custom 

VLSI chip to the AERNode for 

communications expansion. It 

has two PAER ports (16bits) that 

can be connected to the chip or 

to the AERNode. It has a USB 

microcontroller for PC interface, 

SPI port, JTAG for ucontroller 

debugging. 

† PGA100 socket 

† Reset button 

† Silabs 8051 F320 microcontroller 

with mini-USB 

† USB powered / AERNode powered 

configuration 

† 8bit GPIO for 8051 expansion 

† 2x female PAER 28bit for AER 

expansion connection 

† 2x PAER 16bit ports (CAVIAR) 

† 2x 4channels DAC with I2C

290€

OKAERtool expansion for 

AERNode

Daugther board of the AERNode 

for AER systems monitoring and 

debugging. It is able to merge, 

monitor, sequence, log and play 

AER events both to/from USB 

and to/from on board DDR2 

memory. It is based on the 

OpalKelly XEM 6010. It can be 

purchased with or without the 

XEM 6010 (150LXT). 

† Socket for the XEM 6010 150LXT 

Opal Kelly platform 

† 2x female PAER 28bit connector for 

AERNode expansion 

† 2x female GPIO 8bit connector for 

AERNode expansion 

† 2x PAER 16bit (ROME) ports for 

input merging

115€
(wo XEM)

1035€ 
(with XEM)
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ZYNQ expansion for AERNode Base board for the AVNET

7Z100 MMP platform. It

includes female PAER

expansion connectors for

AERNode. It includes 9

power modules to obtain all

needed voltages for 7Z100

requirements. Tested.

Includes 3 PAER 16bit ports

for AER devices, such as DVS

retinas or auditory systems.

† 2x female PAER connectors for 

AERNode expansion 

† Socket for the MMP 7Z100 platform 

from AVNET (not included). 

† 3x PAER 16bit connectors 

† 4 user LEDs 

† 1 user button 

† On-board USB JTAG Digilent 

module for 7Z100 configuration 

through VIVADO Hardware 

Manager

575€
(MMP not 

included)

SpiNNaker interface for AER 

CAVIAR bus 

CAVIAR to SpiNNaker parallel 

connector converter (from 3.3v to 

1.8v). A Verilog protocol 

conversion circuit description 

must be part of the AERNode 

FPGA design.

† 1x female PAER 28bit port for 

AERNode connection. 

† 1x SpiNN-link connector

175€

Michrophone / Line-in for 

Neuromorphic Auditory System 

For stereo audio application on 

the Open-NAS circuit for the 

AERNode board this expansion 

PCB is needed. It provides 2 pulse 

dense michrophones (PDM) and 

an audio codec (96KHz) for line-

in audio input. The NAS is a 

stereo 64 channels neuromorphic 

audio decomposer with AER 

output. It is based on Spike 

Based Band Pass Filters for FPGA 

and is open-source project.

† 1x jack for audio line-in 

† 2x PDM mics 

† 1x 8bit female connector for 

AERNode 8bit GPIO expansion port 

230€

AER-Robot platform Up to 4x DC motors can be 

controlled with this interface 

from the FPGA (Spartan 3-400). 

Opto couplers and power bridges 

isolate DC motors from electronic 

circuits. An USB 8051 

microcontroller can measure DC 

current consumed through on-

board current hall sensors. It has 

4 PAER (CAVIAR) connectors, on-

board EEPROM for FPGA circuit 

and a 50MHz clock.

† 4x DC motor connectors with 2 

channels opt encoders support. 

† 4x PAER ports for AER system 

connections in daisy-chain. 

† USB 2.0 full-speed PC interface. 

† 36bit GPIO expansion port for FPGA 

† 8bit GPIO expansion port for 

microcontroller. 
460€
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